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Build for Speed is a tailored programme to
help digital businesses speed up product
development by updating software
architecture, managing technical debt and
accelerating software development through
continuous delivery principles. Agile practices
are prioritised according to the specific
requirements of each business.
CONTACT US
info@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz
0800 422 522
Auckland | Wellington | Christchurch
@CALLAGHANNZ
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WHO IT’S FOR

HOW IT WORKS

GET INVOLVED

Businesses (large or small) with a software development

Delivered by experienced software professionals,

focus that are experiencing or are expecting technical and

Build for Speed starts with analysis and benchmarking

Build for Speed is a
tailored programme to
help digital businesses
speed up product
development by updating
software architecture,
managing technical debt
and accelerating software
development through
continuous delivery
principles.

capacity challenges with scaling their business.

of your current software development capability and

Accelerate product
development and deliver
more successful
project outcomes.

Agile practices are
prioritised according to
the specific requirements
of each business.

practices - mapping out an improvement checklist

ABOUT BUILD FOR SPEED
Good code can improve productivity and maximise

for action.

Contact us now to find
out more:

Build for speed will help you:

0800 422 552

your digital business’ potential. As software product
development businesses grow and their scale of operation
increases, the processes and practices used by software
developers become more critical. They can make the
difference between a poor-quality product delivered late
or a customer delighted by a fit-for-purpose product
delivered on time and within budget.

“

Our team thoroughly enjoyed the
Build for Speed program. It was great to be
with a team of experts who breathed our
language and who were passionate about
wanting to help us succeed.
The Build for Speed team also provided
valuable advice on best practice, as well as
practical advice on how to scale our business
effectively. Big thumbs up for the program
and a special mihi to the team that
delivered it.

“

Aaron McCallion, Executive Director at Waka Digital

• Accelerate your path to market through faster
product delivery
• Improve software development process
and architecture
• Improve efficiency with automated testing tools
and techniques
• Improve long term effectiveness using
continuous delivery principles
• Realise business value and recoup investment sooner
Build for Speed works in two stages:
• Discovery: Over 6 - 12 weeks
• Technical and/or Agile Excellence: 2 – 4 months

COSTS
Co-funding is available for eligible businesses.
For criteria and more information, please visit:
callaghaninnovation.govt.nz/innovation-skills

info@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz

@CALLAGHANNZ

